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Art 
  
Contemplation is a mental attitude under which all things give up to us the secret of their life. All artists 

are of necessity in some measure contemplative. In so far as they surrender themselves without selfish 
preoccupation, they see Creation from the point of view of God. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Beauty 
  
Beauty is simply Reality seen with the eyes of love. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Consciousness 
  
Let human consciousness change or transcend its rhythm, and any other aspect of any other world may 

be ours as a result. Hence the mystics' claim that in their ecstasies they change the conditions of 
consciousness, and apprehend a deeper reality which is unrelated to human speech, cannot be dismissed as 
unreasonable. Do not then confuse that surface-consciousness which man has trained to be an organ of 
utility and nothing more—and which therefore can only deal adequately with the "given" world of sense—
with that mysterious something in you, that ground of personality, inarticulate but inextinguishable, by 
which you are aware that a greater truth exists. This truth, whose neighborhood you feel, and for which you 
long, is Life. You are in it all the while, "like a fish in the sea, like a bird in the air," as St. Mechthild of 
Hackborn said many centuries ago. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Contemplation 
  
Look, then, at this thing which you have chosen. Willfully yet tranquilly refuse the messages which 

countless other aspects of the world are sending; and so concentrate your whole attention on this one act of 
loving sight that all other objects are excluded from the conscious field. Do not think, but as it were pour 
out your personality towards it: let your soul be in your eyes. Almost at once, this new method of 
perception will reveal unsuspected qualities in the external world. First, you will perceive about you a 
strange and deepening quietness; a slowing down of our feverish mental time. Next, you will become aware 
of a heightened significance, an intensified existence in the thing at which you look. As you, with all your 
consciousness, lean out towards it, an answering current will meet yours. It seems as though the barrier 
between its life and your own, between subject and object, had melted away. You are merged with it, in an 
act of true communion: and you know the secret of its being deeply and unforgettably, yet in a way which 
you can never hope to express. 

Seen thus, a thistle has celestial qualities: a speckled hen a touch of the sublime. Our greater comrades, 
the trees, the clouds, the rivers, initiate us into mighty secrets, flame out at us "like shining from shook 
foil." The "eye which looks upon Eternity" has been given its opportunity. We have been immersed for a 
moment in the "life of the All": a deep and peaceful love unites us with the substance of all things, a 
"Mystic Marriage" has taken place between the mind and some aspect of the external world. Cor ad cor 
loquitur: Life has spoken to life, but not to the surface-intelligence. That surface-intelligence knows only 
that the message was true and beautiful: no more. 

The price of this experience has been a stilling of that surface-mind, a calling in of all our scattered 
interests: an entire giving of ourselves to this one activity, without self-consciousness, without reflective 
thought. To reflect is always to distort: our minds are not good mirrors. The contemplative, on whatever 
level his faculty may operate, is contented to absorb and be absorbed: and by this humble access he attains 
to a plane of knowledge which no intellectual process can come near. 

"Mysticism"  
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Mystical prayer [or ‘orison’] has nothing in common with petition. It is not articulate; it has no forms. 
"It is naught else but yearning of soul," the expression of man's metaphysical thirst. In it "the soul is united 
to God in its ground, the created intelligence to the Intelligence Increate, without the intervention of 
imagination or reason, or of anything but a very simple attention of the mind and an equally simple 
application of the will." 

"Mysticism"  
  
The act of contemplation is for the mystic a psychic gateway; a method of going from one level of 

consciousness to another. In technical language it is the condition under which he shifts his "field of 
perception" and obtains his characteristic outlook on the universe. That there is such a characteristic 
outlook, peculiar to no creed or race, is proved by the history of mysticism; which demonstrates plainly 
enough that in some men another sort of consciousness, another "sense," may be liberated beyond the 
normal powers we have discussed. This "sense" has attachments at each point to emotion, to intellect, and 
to will. It can express itself under each of the aspects which these terms connote. Yet it differs from and 
transcends the emotional, intellectual, and volitional life of ordinary men. It was recognized by Plato as that 
consciousness which could apprehend the real world of the Ideas. Its development is the final object of that 
education which his "Republic" describes. It is called by Plotinus "Another intellect, different from that 
which reasons and is denominated rational." Its business, he says, is the perception of the super-sensual—
or, in Neoplatonic language, the intelligible world. It is the sense which, in the words of the "Theologia 
Germanica," has "the power of seeing into eternity," the "mysterious eye of the soul" by which St. 
Augustine saw "the light that never changes." It is, says Al Ghazzali, a Persian mystic of the eleventh 
century, "like an immediate perception, as if one touched its object with one's hand." In the words of his 
great Christian successor, St. Bernard, "it may be defined as the soul's true unerring intuition, the 
unhesitating apprehension of truth":- which "simple vision of truth," says St. Thomas Aquinas, "ends in a 
movement of desire." 

It is infused with burning love, for it seems to its possessors to be primarily a movement of the heart: 
with intellectual subtlety, for its ardour is wholly spent upon the most sublime object of thought: with 
unflinching will, for its adventures are undertaken in the teeth of the natural doubts, prejudices, languors, 
and self-indulgence of man. These adventures, looked upon by those who stay at home as a form of the 
Higher Laziness, are in reality the last and most arduous labors which the human spirit is called to perform. 
They are the only known methods by which we can come into conscious possession of all our powers; and, 
rising from the lower to the higher levels of consciousness, become aware of that larger life in which we 
are immersed, attain communion with the transcendent Personality in Whom that life is resumed. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The balance to be struck in this stage of introversion can only be expressed, it seems, in paradox. The 

true condition of quiet, according to the great mystics, is at once active and passive: it is pure surrender, but 
a surrender which is not limp self-abandonment, but rather the free and constantly renewed self-giving and 
self-emptying of a burning love. The departmental intellect is silenced, but the totality of character is flung 
open to the influence of the Real. Personality is not lost: only its hard edge is gone. A "rest most busy," 
says Hilton. Like the soaring of an eagle, says Augustine Baker, when "the flight is continued for a good 
space with a great swiftness, but withal with great stillness, quietness and ease, without any waving of the 
wings at all, or the least force used in any member, being in as much ease and stillness as if she were 
reposing in her nest." 

"Mysticism"  
  
The condition of all valid seeing and hearing, upon every plane of consciousness, lies not in the 

sharpening of the senses, but in a peculiar attitude of the whole personality: in a self-forgetting 
attentiveness, a profound concentration, a self-merging, which operates a real communion between the seer 
and the seen – in a word, Contemplation. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The state of "Quiet" [or Recollection] entails suspension of the surface-consciousness: yet 

consciousness of the subject's personality remains. It follows, generally, on a period of deliberate and 
loving recollection, of a slow and steady withdrawal of the attention from the channels of sense. To one 
who is entering this state, the external world seems to get further and further away: till at last nothing but 
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the paramount fact of his own existence remains. So startling, very often, is the deprivation of all his 
accustomed mental furniture, of the noise and flashing of the transmitting instruments of sense, that the 
negative aspect of his condition dominates consciousness; and he can but describe it as a nothingness, a 
pure passivity, an emptiness, a "naked" orison. He is there, as it were poised, resting, waiting, he does not 
know for what: only he is conscious that all, even in this utter emptiness, is well. Presently, however, he 
becomes aware that Something fills this emptiness; something omnipresent, intangible, like sunny air. 
Ceasing to attend to the messages from without, he begins to notice That which has always been within. 
His whole being is thrown open to its influence: it permeates his consciousness. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Though it is one thing to see truthfully for an instant the flower in the crannied wall, another to be lifted 

up to the apprehension of "eternal Truth, true Love and loved Eternity," yet both according to their measure 
are functions of the inward eye, operating in the "suspension of the mind." 

This humble receptiveness, this still and steady gazing, in which emotion, will, and thought are lost and 
fused, is the secret of the great contemplative on fire with love of that which he has been allowed to see. 
But whilst the contemplation of Nature entails an outgoing towards somewhat indubitably external to us, 
and has as its material the world of sensible experience: the contemplation of Spirit, as it seems to those 
who practice it, requires a deliberate refusal of the messages of the senses, an ingoing or "introversion" of 
our faculties, a "journey towards the center." The Kingdom of God, they say, is within you: seek it, then, in 
the most secret habitations of the soul. The mystic must learn so to concentrate all his faculties, his very 
self, upon the invisible and intangible, that all visible things are forgot: to bring it so sharply into focus that 
everything else is blurred. He must call in his scattered faculties by a deliberate exercise of the will, empty 
his mind of its swarm of images, its riot of thought. In mystical language he must "sink into his 
nothingness": into that blank abiding place where busy, clever Reason cannot come.                "Mysticism"  
 

True contemplation must always be judged by its fruits. If it be genuine, work has been done during the 
period of apparent passivity. The deeper self has escaped, has risen to freedom, and returns other than what 
it was before.                                                                                                                                 "Mysticism" 

  
What do you seek within, O Soul, my Brother? 
What do you seek within? 
I seek a Life that shall never die, 
Some haven to win 
From mortality. 
 
What do you find within, O Soul, my Brother? 
What do you find within? 
I find great quiet where no noises come. 
Without, the world's din: 
Silence in my home. 
 
Whom do you find within, O Soul, my Brother? 
Whom do you find within? 
I find a friend that in secret came: 
His scarred hands within 
He shields a faint flame. 
 
What would you do within, O Soul, my Brother? 
What would you do within? 
Bar door and window that none may see: 
That alone we may be 
(Alone! face to face, 
In that flame-lit place!) 
When first we begin 
To speak one with another. 

‘Introversion’  
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Discernment, and spiritual insight 
  
Though philosophy has striven since thought began—and striven in vain—to resolve the paradox of 

Being and Becoming, of Eternity and Time, she has failed strangely enough to perceive that a certain type 
of personality has substituted experience for her guesses at truth; and achieved its solution, not by the 
dubious processes of thought, but by direct perception. To the great mystic the "problem of the Absolute" 
presents itself in terms of life, not in terms of dialectic. He solves it in terms of life: by a change or growth 
of consciousness which—thanks to his peculiar genius— enables him to apprehend that two-fold Vision of 
Reality which eludes the perceptive powers of other men. It is extraordinary that this fact of experience—a 
central fact for the understanding of the contemplative type—has received so little attention from writers 
upon mysticism. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Doctrine, and dogma 
  
Doctrines are just ways of seeing the truth. They must be founded in the first instance on what is known 

by experience of the relation between the Absolute and the individual self. Everything else is really 
guessing aided by analogy. It is too often forgotten by quarrelsome partisans of a concrete turn of mind that 
at best all these transcendental theories [on mysticism] are only symbols, methods, diagrams; feebly 
attempting the representation of an experience which in its fullness is always the same, and of which the 
dominant characteristic is ineffability. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Experience, is necessary 
  
Since no one can know what it is really like to have a vision but the visionaries themselves, it will be 

interesting to see what they have to say on this subject: and notice the respects in which these self-
criticisms agree with the conclusions of psychology. We forget, whilst arguing on these matters, that it is as 
impossible for those who have never heard a voice or seen a vision to discuss these experiences with 
intelligence, as it is for stay-at-homes to discuss the passions of the battle-field on the material supplied by 
war correspondents. No second-hand account can truly report the experience of the person whose 
perceptions or illusions present themselves in this form. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Experience, of the higher 
  
A direct encounter with absolute truth, then, appears to be impossible for normal non-mystical 

consciousness. We cannot know the reality, or even prove the existence, of the simplest object: though this 
is a limitation which few people realize acutely and most would deny. But there persists in the race a type 
of personality which does realize this limitation: and cannot be content with the sham realities that furnish 
the universe of normal men. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Eye(s) 
  
If the spiritual eye is to be opened, definite work must be done. So long as the "eye which looks upon 

Time" fills itself with things and usurps the conscious field, that spiritual eye which "looks upon Eternity" 
can hardly act at all: and this eye must not only be opened, it must be trained, so that it may endure to gaze 
steadfastly at the Uncreated Light. Its essence is a progressive cleaning of the mirror, a progressive self-
emptying of all that is not real; the attainment of that unified state of consciousness which will permit a 
pure, imageless apprehension of the final Reality which "hath no image" to be received by the self. "Naked 
orison," "emptiness," "nothingness," "entire surrender," "peaceful love in life naughted," say the mystics 
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again and again. Where apprehension of the divine comes by way of vision or audition, this is but a 
concession to human weakness; a sign, they think, that "sensitive nature" is not yet wholly transcended. It is 
a translation of the true tongue of angels into a dialect that the normal mind can understand. A steady 
abolition of sense imagery, a cutting off of all possible sources of illusion, all possible encouragements of 
selfhood and pride—the most fertile of all sources of deception—this is the condition of pure sight; and the 
"degrees of orison," the "steep stairs of love" which they climb so painfully, are based upon this necessity. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

God, needs man 
  
The spiritual pilgrim goes because he is called; because he wants to go, must go, if he is to find rest and 

peace. "God needs man," says Eckhart. "It is Love calling to love … In the book of Hidden Things it is 
written, I stand at the door and knock and wait … thou needest not seek Him here or there: He is no farther 
off than the door of the heart. There He stands and waits and waits until He finds thee ready to open and let 
Him in. Thou needest not call Him from a distance; to wait until thou openest is harder for Him than for 
thee. He needs thee a thousand times more than thou canst need Him. Thy opening and His entering are but 
one moment. … God can as little do without us, as we without Him." 

"Mysticism", quote from Eckhart 'Pred.' iii  
  
 

Humans, as part of the whole 
  
The illusion of finitude is only to be escaped by relapsing into the substantial and universal life, 

abolishing individuality. 
"Mysticism"  

  
 

Humans, relationship to God 
  
The mystics find the basis of their method not in logic but in life: in the existence of a discoverable 

"real," a spark of true being, within the seeking subject, which can, in that ineffable experience which they 
call the "act of union," fuse itself with and thus apprehend the reality of the sought Object. In theological 
language, their theory of knowledge is that the spirit of man, itself essentially divine, is capable of 
immediate communion with God, the One Reality. 

"Mysticism"  
  
To conceive oneself as separate from God is an error: yet only when one sees oneself as separate from 

God, can one reach out to God. 
from 'Oriental Mysticism' by E.H. Palmer  

  
 

Imagination (fantasy) 
  
"I am really terrified," says St. John of the Cross, with his customary blunt common sense, "by what 

passes among us in these days. Anyone who has barely begun to meditate, if he becomes conscious of 
words of this kind during his self-recollection, pronounces them forthwith to be the work of God; and, 
convinced that they are so, goes about proclaiming 'God has told me this,' or 'I have had that answer from 
God.' But all is illusion and fancy; such an one has only been speaking to himself. Besides, the desire for 
these words, and the attention they give to them, end by persuading men that all the observations which 
they address to themselves are the responses of God." These are the words of one who was at once the 
sanest of saints and the most penetrating of psychologists: words which our modern unruly amateurs of the 
"subconscious" might well take to heart. 

True auditions are usually heard when the mind is in a state of deep absorption without conscious 
thought: that is to say, at the most favorable of all moments for contact with the transcendental world. They 
translate into articulate language some aspect of that ineffable apprehension of Reality which the 
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contemplative enjoys: crystallize those clairvoyant intuitions, those prophetic hints which surge in on him 
so soon as he lays himself open to the influence of the supra-sensible. 

"Mysticism", includes quote from 'Ascent of Mount Carmel' 1.ii.ch.xxvii  
  
 

Intellect 
  
The intellect is a specialized aspect of the self, a form of consciousness: but specialized for very 

different purposes than those of metaphysical speculation. Life has evolved it in the interests of life; has 
made it capable of dealing with "solids," with concrete things. With these it is at home. Outside of them it 
becomes dazed, uncertain of itself; for it is no longer doing its natural work, which is to help life, not to 
know it. In the interests of experience, and in order to grasp perceptions, the intellect breaks up experience, 
which is in reality a continuous stream, an incessant process of change and response with no separate parts, 
into purely conventional "moments," "periods," or psychic "states." It picks out from the flow of reality 
those bits which are significant for human life; which "interest" it, catch its attention. From these it makes 
up a mechanical world in which it dwells, and which seems quite real until it is subjected to criticism. It 
does the work of a cinematograph: takes snapshots of something which is always moving, and by means of 
these successive static representations—none of which are real, because Life, the object photographed, 
never was at rest—it recreates a picture of life, of motion. This rather jerky representation of divine 
harmony, from which innumerable moments are left out, is useful for practical purposes: but it is not 
reality, because it is not alive. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Life, meaning of, purpose 
  
From this same [materialistic ] point of view the existence of music and poetry, the qualities of beauty 

and of rhythm, the evoked sensations of awe, reverence, and rapture, are almost as difficult to account for. 
The question why an apparent corrugation of the Earth's surface, called for convenience' sake an Alp, 
coated with congealed water, and perceived by us as a snowy peak, should produce in certain natures acute 
sensations of ecstasy and adoration, why the skylark's song should catch us up to heaven, and wonder and 
mystery speak to us alike in "the little speedwell's darling blue" and in the cadence of the wind, is a 
problem that seems to be merely absurd, until it is seen to be insoluble. Here Madam How and Lady Why 
alike are silent. With all our busy seeking, we have not found the sorting house where loveliness is 
extracted from the flux of things. We know not why "great" poetry should move us to unspeakable 
emotion, or a stream of notes, arranged in a peculiar sequence, catch us up to heightened levels of vitality: 
nor can we guess how a passionate admiration for that which we call "best" in art or letters can possibly 
contribute to the physical evolution of the race. 

Here it is that we approach that attitude of the self, that point of view, which is loosely and generally 
called mystical. Here, instead of those broad blind alleys which philosophy showed us, a certain type of 
mind has always discerned three strait and narrow ways going out towards the Absolute. In religion, in 
pain, and in beauty—and not only in these, but in many other apparently useless peculiarities of the 
empirical world and of the perceiving consciousness—these persons insist that they recognize at least the 
fringe of the real. Down these three paths, as well as by many another secret way, they claim that news 
comes to the self concerning levels of reality which in their wholeness are inaccessible to the senses: 
worlds wondrous and immortal, whose existence is not conditioned by the "given" world which those 
senses report. 

"Mysticism"  
  

 
Liturgy 

  
Any student who is interested in religious psychology may easily discover for himself the occult 

elements in the liturgies of the Christian—or indeed of any other—Church. There are invocative 
arrangements of the Names of God which appear alike in grimoire and in Missal. Sacred numbers, ritual 
actions, perfumes, purifications, words of power, are all used, and rightly used by institutional religion in 
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her work of opening up the human mind to the messages of the supra-sensible world. In certain minor 
observances, and charm-like prayers, we seem to stand on the very borderland between magician and 
priest. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Love, of God 
  
The mystics have a vivid metaphor by which to describe that alternation between the onset and the 

absence of the joyous transcendental consciousness which forms as it were the characteristic intermediate 
stage between the bitter struggles of pure Purgation, and the peace and radiance of the Illuminative Life. 
They call it Ludus Amoris, the "Game of Love" which God plays with the desirous soul. It is the "game of 
chess," says St. Teresa, "in which game Humility is the Queen without whom none can checkmate the 
Divine King." "Here," says Martensen, "God plays a blest game with the soul." The "Game of Love" is a 
reflection in consciousness of that state of struggle, oscillation and unrest which precedes the first 
unification of the self. It ceases when this has taken place and the new level of reality has been attained. 
Thus St. Catherine of Siena, that inspired psychologist, was told in ecstasy, "With the souls who have 
arrived at perfection, I play no more the Game of Love, which consists in leaving and returning again to the 
soul; though thou must understand that it is not, properly speaking, I, the immovable God, Who thus elude 
them, but rather the sentiment that My charity gives them of Me." 

"Mysticism"  
  
The word Love as applied to the mystics is to be understood in its deepest, fullest sense; as the ultimate 

expression of the self's most vital tendencies, not as the superficial affection or emotion often dignified by 
this name. Mystic Love is a total dedication of the will; the deep-seated desire and tendency of the soul 
towards its Source. It is a condition of humble access, a life-movement of the self: more direct in its 
methods, more valid in its results—even in the hands of the least lettered of its adepts—than the most 
piercing intellectual vision of the greatest philosophic mind. Again and again the mystics insist upon this. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Love, of the world (money, power etc.) 
  
It is not love but lust—the possessive case, the very food of selfhood—which poisons the relation 

between the self and the external world and "immediately fatigues" the soul. Divide the world into "mine" 
and "not mine," and unreal standards are set up, claims and cravings begin to fret the mind. We are the 
slaves of our own property. We drag with us not a treasure, but a chain. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Magic 
  
In magic, whether regarded as a superstition or a science, we have at any rate the survival of a great and 

ancient tradition, the true meaning of whose title should hardly have been lost in a Christian country; for it 
claims to be the science of those Magi whose quest of the symbolic Blazing Star brought them once, at 
least, to the cradle of the Incarnate God. Its laws, and the ceremonial rites which express those laws, have 
come down from immemorial antiquity. They appear to enshrine a certain definite knowledge, and a large 
number of less definite theories, concerning the sensual and super-sensual worlds, and concerning powers 
which man, according to occult thinkers, may develop if he will. Orthodox persons should be careful how 
they condemn the laws of magic: for they unwittingly conform to many of them whenever they go to 
church. All ceremonial religion contains some elements of magic. The art of medicine will never wholly 
cast it off: many centuries ago it gave birth to that which we now call modern science. It seems to possess 
inextinguishable life. This is not surprising when we perceive how firmly occultism is rooted in 
psychology: how perfectly it is adapted to certain perennial characteristics of the human mind—its 
curiosity, its arrogance, its love of mystery. 

"Mysticism"  
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Magic may also be presented as a pathway to reality; but this is a promise which it cannot fulfil, for the 
mere transcending of phenomena does not entail the attainment of the Absolute. Magic even at its best 
extends rather than escapes the boundaries of the phenomenal world. It stands, where genuine, for that form 
of transcendentalism which does abnormal things, but does not lead anywhere: and we are likely to fall 
victims to some kind of magic the moment that the declaration "I want to know" ousts the declaration "I 
want to be" from the chief place in our consciousness. The true "science of ultimates" must be a science of 
pure Being. But magic is merely a system whereby the self tries to assuage its transcendental curiosity by 
extending the activities of the will beyond their usual limits; sometimes, according to its own account, 
obtaining by this means an experimental knowledge of planes of existence usually—but inaccurately—
regarded as "supernatural." 

"Mysticism"  
  
The doctrine of magic shows us the "Secret Wisdom" at its best and sanest. But even on these levels, it 

is dogged by the defects which so decisively separate the occultist from the mystic. The chief of these is the 
peculiar temper of mind, the cold intellectual arrogance, the intensely individual point of view which occult 
studies seem to induce by their conscious quest of exclusive power and knowledge, their implicit neglect of 
love. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Mysticism 
  
"Come with us," say the mystics to the bewildered and entangled self, craving for finality and peace, 

"and we will show you a way out that shall not only be an issue from your prison, but also a pathway to 
your Home. True, you are immersed, fold upon fold, in the World of Becoming; worse, you are besieged on 
all sides by the persistent illusions of sense. But you too are a child of the Absolute. You bear within you 
the earnest of your inheritance. At the apex of your spirit there is a little door, so high up that only by hard 
climbing can you reach it. There the Object of your craving stands and knocks; thence came those 
persistent messages—faint echoes from the Truth eternally hammering at your gates—which disturbed the 
comfortable life of sense. Come up then by this pathway, to those higher levels of reality to which, in virtue 
of the eternal spark in you, you belong. Leave your ignoble ease, your clever prattle, your absurd attempts 
to solve the apparent contradictions of a Whole too great for your useful little mind to grasp. Trust your 
deep instincts: use your latent powers. Appropriate that divine, creative life which is the very substance of 
your being. Remake yourself in its interest, if you would know its beauty and its truth. You can only behold 
that which you are. Only the Real can know Reality." 

"Mysticism"  
  
"Finite as we are," say the mystics—and here they speak not for themselves, but for the race—"lost 

though we seem to be in the woods or in the wide air's wilderness, in this world of time and of chance, we 
have still, like the strayed animals or like the migrating birds, our homing instinct. We seek. That is a fact. 
We seek a city still out of sight. In the contrast with this goal, we live. But if this be so, then already we 
possess something of Being even in our finite seeking. For the readiness to seek is already something of an 
attainment, even if a poor one." 

Further, in this seeking we are not wholly dependent on that homing instinct. For some, who have 
climbed to the hill-tops, that city is not really out of sight. The mystics see it and report to us concerning it. 
Science and metaphysics may do their best and their worst: but these pathfinders of the spirit never falter in 
their statements concerning that independent spiritual world which is the only goal of "pilgrim man." 

"Mysticism"  
  
A good map then, a good mystical philosophy, will leave room for both these ways [the intellectual and 

the artistic] of interpreting our experience. It will mark the routes by which many different temperaments 
claim to have found their way to the same end. It will acknowledge both the aspects under which the patria 
splendida, Truth, has appeared to its lovers: the aspects which have called forth the theories of emanation 
and immanence and are enshrined in the Greek and Latin names of God. Deus, whose root means day, 
shining, the Transcendent Light; and Theos, whose true meaning is supreme desire or prayer—the Inward 
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Love—do not contradict, but complete each other. They form, when taken together, an almost perfect 
definition of the Godhead, which is the object of the mystic's desire. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Being, not Doing, is the first aim of the mystic; and hence should be the first interest of the student of 

mysticism. 
"Mysticism"  

  
In mysticism the will is united with the emotions in an impassioned desire to transcend the sense-world, 

in order that the self may be joined by love to the one eternal and ultimate Object of love; whose existence 
is intuitively perceived by that which we used to call the soul, but now find it easier to refer to as the 
"cosmic" or "transcendental" sense. This is the poetic and religious temperament acting upon the plane of 
reality. In magic, the will unites with the intellect in an impassioned desire for supersensible knowledge. 
This is the intellectual, aggressive, and scientific temperament trying to extend its field of consciousness, 
until it includes the supersensual world: obviously the antithesis of mysticism, though often adopting its 
title and style. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Meanwhile, those who use the term "Mysticism" are bound in self-defence to explain what they mean 

by it. Broadly speaking, I understand it to be the expression of the innate tendency of the human spirit 
towards complete harmony with the transcendental order; whatever be the theological formula under which 
that order is understood. This tendency, in great mystics, gradually captures the whole field of 
consciousness; it dominates their life and, in the experience called "mystic union," attains its end. Whether 
that end be called the God of Christianity, the World-soul of Pantheism, the Absolute of Philosophy, the 
desire to attain it and the movement towards it—so long as this is a genuine life process and not an 
intellectual speculation—is the proper subject of mysticism. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Mysticism is fundamentally a science of the heart. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Mysticism is not merely an attitude of mind and heart, but is a form of organic life. It is not only a 

theory of the intellect or a hunger, however passionate, of the heart. It involves the organizing of the whole 
self, conscious and unconscious, under the spur of such a hunger: a remaking of the whole character on 
high levels in the interests of the transcendental life. The mystics are emphatic in their statement that 
spiritual desires are useless unless they initiate this costly movement of the whole self towards the Real. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Mysticism, in its pure form, is the science of ultimates, the science of union with the Absolute, and 

nothing else, and the mystic is the person who attains to this union, not the person who talks about it. Not to 
know about, but to Be, is the mark of the real initiate. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Mysticism, then, is not an opinion: it is not a philosophy. It has nothing in common with the pursuit of 

occult knowledge. On the one hand it is not merely the power of contemplating Eternity: on the other, it is 
not to be identified with any kind of religious oddness. It is the name of that organic process which 
involves the perfect consummation of the Love of God: the achievement here and now of the immortal 
heritage of man. Or, if you like it better—for this means exactly the same thing—it is the art of establishing 
his conscious relation with the Absolute. 

"Mysticism"  
Sweetly, it is true, the illuminated mystic may live; but not, as some think, placidly. Enlightenment is a 

symptom of growth: and growth is a living process, which knows no rest. The spirit, indeed, is invaded by a 
heavenly peace; but it is the peace, not of idleness, but of ordered activity. "A rest most busy," as Hilton 
says. 

"Mysticism"  
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The mystic vision, then, is of a spiritual universe held within the bonds of love: and of the free and 
restless human soul, having within it the spark of divine desire, the "tendency to the Absolute," only finding 
satisfaction and true life when united with this Life of God. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Those who suppose mystical experience to be merely a pleasing-consciousness of the Divine in the 

world, a sense of the "otherness" of things, a basking in the beams of the Uncreated Light, are only playing 
with Reality. True mystical achievement is the most complete and most difficult expression of life which is 
as yet possible to man. It is at once an act of love, an act of surrender, and an act of supreme perception; a 
trinity of experiences which, meets and satisfies the three activities of the self. Religion might give us the 
first and metaphysics the third of these processes. Only Mysticism can offer the middle term of the series; 
the essential link which binds the three in one. "Secrets," says St. Catherine of Siena, "are revealed to a 
friend who has become one thing with his friend, and not to a servant." 

"Mysticism"  
  
Thus our theory of mystic education is in close accord with our theory of mystic life. In both, there is a 

progressive surrender of selfhood under the steady advance of conquering love; a stilling of that "I, Me, and 
Mine," which is linked by all the senses, and by all its own desires, to the busy world of visible things. This 
progressive surrender usually appears in the practice of orison [prayer] as a progressive inward retreat from 
circumference to center; to that ground of the soul, that substantial somewhat in man, deep buried for most 
of us beneath the great rubbish-heap of our surface-interests, where human life and divine life meet. To 
clear away the rubbish-heap so that he may get down to this treasure-house is from one point of view the 
initial task of the contemplative. This clearing away is the first part of "introversion": that journey inwards 
to his own center where, stripped of all his cleverness and merit, reduced to his "nothingness," he can "meet 
God without intermediary." This ground of the soul, this strange inward sanctuary to which the normal man 
so seldom penetrates, is, says Eckhart, "immediately receptive of the Divine Being," and "no one can move 
it but God alone." 

"Mysticism"  
  
To be a mystic is simply to participate here and now in that real and eternal life; in the fullest, deepest 

sense which is possible to man. It is to share, as a free and conscious agent—not a servant, but a son—in 
the joyous travail of the Universe: its mighty onward sweep through pain and glory towards its home in 
God. This gift of "sonship," this power of free co-operation in the world-process, is man's greatest honor. 

"Mysticism"  
  
True Mysticism is never self-seeking. It is not, as many think, the pursuit of supernatural joys; the 

satisfaction of a high ambition. The mystic does not enter on his quest because he desires the happiness of 
the Beatific Vision, the ecstasy of union with the Absolute, or any other personal reward. That noblest of all 
passions, the passion for perfection for Love's sake, far outweighs the desire for transcendental satisfaction. 
"O Love," said St. Catherine of Genoa, "I do not wish to follow thee for sake of these delights, but solely 
from the motive of true love." Those who do otherwise are only, in the plain words of St. John of the Cross, 
"spiritual gluttons": or, in the milder metaphor here adopted, magicians of the more high-minded sort. The 
true mystic claims no promises and makes no demands. He goes because he must, as Galahad went towards 
the Grail: knowing that for those who can live it, this alone is life. He never rests in that search for God 
which he holds to be the fulfilment of his highest duty; yet he seeks without any certainty of success. He 
holds with St. Bernard that "He alone is God who can never be sought in vain: not even when He cannot be 
found." With Mechthild of Magdeburg, he hears the Absolute saying in his soul, "O soul, before the world 
was I longed for thee: and I still long for thee, and thou for Me. Therefore, when our two desires unite, 
Love shall be fulfilled." 

"Mysticism"  
Why, after all, take as our standard a material world whose existence is affirmed by nothing more 

trustworthy than the sense-impressions of "normal men"; those imperfect and easily cheated channels of 
communication? The mystics have always declared, implicitly or explicitly, their distrust in these channels 
of communication. They have never been deceived by phenomena, nor by the careful logic of the 
industrious intellect. One after another, with extraordinary unanimity, they have rejected that appeal to the 
unreal world of appearance which is the standard of sensible men: affirming that there is another way, 
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another secret, by which the conscious self may reach the actuality which it seeks. More complete in their 
grasp of experience than the votaries of intellect or of sense, they accept as central for life those spiritual 
messages which are mediated by religion, by beauty, and by pain. More reasonable than the rationalists, 
they find in that very hunger for reality which is the mother of all metaphysics, an implicit proof that such 
reality exists; that there is something else, some final satisfaction, beyond the ceaseless stream of sensation 
which besieges consciousness. "In that thou hast sought me, thou hast already found me," says the voice of 
Absolute Truth in their ears. This is the first doctrine of mysticism. Its next is that only in so far as the self 
is real can it hope to know Reality: like to like: Cor ad cor loquitur. Upon the propositions implicit in these 
two laws the whole claim and practice of the mystic life depends. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Mysticism, experiences of 
  
If we would cease, once for all, to regard visions and voices as objective, and be content to see in them 

forms of symbolic expression, ways in which the subconscious activity of the spiritual self reaches the 
surface-mind, many of the disharmonies noticeable in visionary experience, which have teased the devout, 
and delighted the agnostic, would fade away. Visionary experience is—or at least may be—the outward 
sign of a real experience. It is a picture which the mind constructs, it is true, from raw materials already at 
its disposal: as the artist constructs his picture with canvas and paint. But, as the artist's paint and canvas 
picture is the fruit, not merely of contact between brush and canvas, but also of a more vital contact 
between his creative genius and visible beauty or truth; so too we may see in vision, where the subject is a 
mystic, the fruit of a more mysterious contact between the visionary and a transcendental beauty or truth. ... 

Visions and voices, then, may stand in the same relation to the mystic as pictures, poems, and musical 
compositions stand to the great painter, poet, musician. They are the artistic expressions and creative results 
(a) of thought, (b) of intuition, (c) of direct perception. All would be ready to acknowledge how 
conventional and imperfect of necessity are those transcripts of perceived Goodness, Truth, and Beauty 
which we owe to artistic genius: how unequal is their relation to reality. But this is not to say that they are 
valueless or absurd. So too with the mystic, whose proceedings in this respect are closer to those of the 
artist than is generally acknowledged. In both types there is a constant and involuntary work of translation 
going on, by which Reality is interpreted in the terms of appearance. In both, a peculiar mental make-up 
conduces to this result. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Some test must be applied, some basis of classification discovered, if we are to distinguish the visions 

and voices which seem to be symptoms of real transcendental activity from those which are only due to 
imagination raised to the nth power, to intense reverie or to psychic illness. That test, I think, must be the 
same as that which we shall find useful for ecstatic states; namely, their life-enhancing quality. 

Those visions and voices which are the media by which the "seeing self" truly approaches the Absolute; 
which are the formulae under which ontological perceptions are expressed; are found by that self to be 
sources of helpful energy, charity, and courage. They infuse something new in the way of strength, 
knowledge, direction; and leave it—physically, mentally, or spiritually—better than they found it. Those 
which do not owe their inception to the contact of the soul with external reality—in theological language, 
do not "come from God"—do not have this effect. At best, they are but the results of the self's turning over 
of her treasures: at worst, they are the dreams—sometimes the diseased dreams—of an active, rich, but 
imperfectly controlled subliminal consciousness. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The full mystic consciousness also attains to what is its really characteristic quality. It develops the 

power of apprehending the Absolute, Pure Being, the utterly Transcendent; or, as its possessor would say, 
can experience "passive union with God." This all-round expansion of consciousness, with its dual power 
of knowing by communion the temporal and eternal, immanent and transcendent aspects of reality—the life 
of the All, vivid, flowing and changing, and the changeless, conditionless life of the One—is the peculiar 
mark, the ultimo sigillo of the great mystic, and must never be forgotten in studying his life and work. 

"Mysticism"  
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Night, spiritual (dark) 
  
All these forms of the Dark Night—the "Absence of God," the sense of sin, the dark ecstasy, the loss of 

the self's old passion, peace, and joy, and its apparent relapse to lower spiritual and mental levels—are 
considered by the mystics themselves to constitute aspects or parts of one and the same process: the final 
purification of the will or stronghold of personality, that it may be merged without any reserve "in God 
where it was first." The function of this episode of the Mystic Way is to cure the soul of the innate tendency 
to seek and rest in spiritual joys; to confuse Reality with the joy given by the contemplation of Reality. It is 
the completion of that ordering of disordered loves, that trans-valuation of values, which the Way of 
Purgation began. The ascending self must leave these childish satisfactions; make its love absolutely 
disinterested, strong, and courageous, abolish all taint of spiritual gluttony. A total abandonment of the 
individualistic standpoint, of that trivial and egotistic quest of personal satisfaction which thwarts the great 
movement of the Flowing Light, is the supreme condition of man's participation in Reality. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Psychologically, then, the "Dark Night of the Soul" is due to the double fact of the exhaustion of an old 

state, and the growth towards a new state of consciousness. It is a "growing pain" in the organic process of 
the self's attainment of the Absolute. 

"Mysticism"  
  
St. John of the Cross applies the image of ‘darkness’ to three absolutely different things: to the 

purgation of mind which he calls the ‘night of sense’; to dim contemplation, or the Dionysian ‘Divine 
Dark’; and to the true ‘dark night of the soul’, which he calls the ‘night of the spirit’. This can lead to 
confusion in modern writers on this subject. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The "Dark Night of the Soul" is the name for the painful and negative state which normally intervenes 

between the Illuminative and the Unitive Life [of the mystic]. 
"Mysticism"  

  
The "mystic death" or Dark Night is therefore an aspect or incident of the transition from multiplicity to 

Unity; of that mergence and union of the soul with the Absolute which is the whole object of the mystical 
evolution of man. It is the last painful break with the life of illusion, the tearing away of the self from that 
World of Becoming in which all its natural affections and desires are rooted, to which its intellect and 
senses correspond; and the thrusting of it into that World of Being where at first, weak and blinded, it can 
but find a wilderness, a "dark." No transmutation without fire, say the alchemists: No cross, no crown, says 
the Christian. All the great experts of the spiritual life agree—whatever their creeds, their symbols, their 
explanations—in describing this stress, tribulation, and loneliness, as an essential part of the way from the 
Many to the One; bringing the self to the threshold of that completed life which is to be lived in intimate 
union with Reality. It is the Entombment which precedes the Resurrection. The self must “lose to find and 
die to live.” 

"Mysticism"  
  
What, then, do those who use this image of the "dark" really mean by it? They mean this: that God in 

His absolute Reality is unknowable—is dark—to man's intellect which is adapted to other purposes than 
those of divine intuition. When, under the spur of mystic love, the whole personality of man comes into 
contact with that Reality, it enters a plane of experience to which none of the categories of the intellect 
apply. Reason finds itself, in a most actual sense, "in the dark"—immersed in the Cloud of Unknowing. 
This dimness and lostness of the mind, then, is a necessary part of the mystic's ascent to the Absolute. That 
Absolute will not be "known of the heart" until we acknowledge that It is "unknown of the intellect"; and 
obey the Dionysian injunction to leave "the operations of the understanding" on one side. 

"Mysticism"  
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Poverty, poor in spirit 
  
"The true order of going is to use the beauties of Earth as steps along which one mounts upwards for the 

sake of that other Beauty." [Plato] This, too, is the true order of Holy Poverty: the selfless use, not the 
selfish abuse of lovely and natural things. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Poverty, in the ordinary sense, may be consistent with the habitual and automatic use of luxuries which 

the abstracted self never even perceives. Thus we are told that St. Bernard was reproached by his enemies 
with the inconsistency of preaching evangelical poverty whilst making his journeys from place to place on 
a magnificently caparisoned mule, which had been lent to him by the Cluniac monks. He expressed great 
contrition: but said that he had never noticed what it was that he rode upon. 

Sometimes, the very activity which one self has rejected as an impediment becomes for another the 
channel of spiritual perception. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The Poverty of the mystics is a mental rather than a material state. Detachment of the will from all 

desire of possessions is the inner reality, of which Franciscan poverty is a sacrament to the world. It is the 
poor in spirit, not the poor in substance, who are to be spiritually blessed. "Let all things be forsaken of 
me," says Gerlac Petersen, "so that being poor I may be able in great inward spaciousness, and without any 
hurt, to suffer want of all those things which the mind of man can desire; out of or excepting God Himself." 
[Ignitum cum Deo Soliloquium ch.1] 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Prayer 
  
"Let God be so, I pray thee!" is an admonition [in prayer] against spiritual worry, an entreaty to the 

individual, already at work twisting experience to meet his own conceptions, to let things be as they are, to 
receive and be content. Leave off doing, that you may be. Leave off analysis, that you may know. 

"Mysticism"  
  
It is the special function of prayer to turn the self away from the time-series and towards the eternal 

order; away from the apparent and towards the significant; away from succession and towards adoration 
and adherence. Prayer opens the door of the psyche to the invasion of another order, which shall at its full 
term transform the very quality of our existence. And Spirit, in its most general sense, is our name for that 
world, life, Being, which is then apprehended by us; and for that quality in ourselves which is capable of 
such apprehension and response. 

‘The Golden Sequence’  
  
Love should give two things to prayer: ardor and beauty. In his prayer, as it were, man swings a censer 

before the altar of the universe. He may put into the thurible all his thoughts and dreams, all his will and 
energy. But unless the fire of love is communicated to that incense, nothing will happen; there will be no 
fragrance and no ascending smoke. These qualities - ardor and beauty - represent two distinct types of 
feeling, which ought both to find a place in the complete spiritual life, balancing and completing one 
another. 

‘The Essentials of Mysticism’  
  
 

Prayers, hymns, exhortations, praises 
  
Give yourself, then, to this divine and infinite life, this mysterious Cosmic activity in which you are 

immersed, of which you are born. Trust it. Let it surge in on you. Cast off, as the mystics are always 
begging you to do, the fetters of the senses, the "remora of desire"; and making your interests identical with 
those of the All, rise to freedom, to that spontaneous, creative life which, inherent in every individual self, 
is our share of the life of the Universe. You are yourself vital—a free center of energy—did you but know 
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it. You can move to higher levels, to greater reality, truer self-fulfillment, if you will. Though you be, as 
Plato said, like an oyster in your shell, you can open that shell to the living waters without, draw from the 
"Immortal Vitality." Thus only —by contact with the real—shall you know reality. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Purification, refinement 
  
Nevertheless, in spite of its etymological associations, the object of mortification is not death but life: 

the production of health and strength, the health and strength of the human consciousness viewed sub 
specie aeternitatis. "In the truest death of all created things, the sweetest and most natural life is hidden." 

"Mysticism", quote from Tauler “Sermon on St. Paul”  
  
The object, then, of this self-discipline is, like the object of all purgation, freedom: freedom from the 

fetters of the senses, the "remora of desire," from the results of environment and worldly education, from 
pride and prejudice, preferences and distaste: from selfhood in every form. Its effect is a sharp reaction to 
the joy of self-conquest. The very act that had once caused in the enchained self a movement of loathing 
can become not merely indifference, but an occasion of happiness. 

"Mysticism"  
  
This mortifying process is necessary, not because the legitimate exercise of the senses is opposed to 

Divine Reality, but because those senses have usurped a place beyond their station; become the focus of 
energy, steadily drained the vitality of the self. "The dogs have taken the children's meat." The senses have 
grown stronger than their masters, monopolized the field of perception, dominated an organism which was 
made for greater activities, and built up those barriers of individuality which must be done away if true 
personality is to be achieved, and with it some share in the boundless life of the One. It is thanks to this 
wrong distribution of energy, this sedulous feeding of the cuckoo in the nest, that "in order to approach the 
Absolute, mystics must withdraw from everything, even themselves." 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Quietism 
  
Though he may have forsaken all superficial activity, deep, urgent action still remains. "The possession 

of God," says Ruysbroeck, "demands and supposes active love. He who thinks or feels otherwise is 
deceived. All our life as it is in God is immersed in blessedness: all our life as it is in ourselves is immersed 
in active love. And though we live wholly in ourselves and wholly in God, it is but one life; but it is 
twofold and opposite according to our feeling—rich and poor, hungry and fulfilled, active and quiet." [De 
Calculo ch.ix] The essential difference between this true "active" Quiet and Quietism of all kinds has been 
admirably expressed by Baron von Hugel. "Quietism, the doctrine of the One Act; passivity in a literal 
sense, as the absence or imperfection of the power or use of initiative on the soul's part, in any and every 
state; these doctrines were finally condemned, and most rightly and necessarily condemned; the Prayer of 
Quiet and the various states and degrees of an ever-increasing predominance of Action over Activity—an 
action which is all the more the soul's very own, because the more occasioned, directed, and informed by 
God's action and stimulation—these and the other chief lines of the ancient experience and practice remain 
as true, correct, and necessary as ever." 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Reality, observations on 
  
But Reality must be real for all, once they have found it: must exist "in itself" upon a plane of being 

unconditioned by the perceiving mind. Only thus can it satisfy that mind's most vital instinct, most sacred 
passion—its "instinct for the Absolute," its passion for truth. 

"Mysticism"  
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But we have no reason to suppose that matter, space, and time are necessarily parts of reality; of the 
ultimate Idea. Probability points rather to their being the pencil and paper with which we sketch it. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Even the most ordinary human life includes in its range fundamental experiences—violent and 

unforgettable sensations—forced on us as it were against our will, for which science finds it hard to 
account. These experiences and sensations, and the hours of exalted emotion which they bring with them—
often recognized by us as the greatest, most significant hours of our lives—fulfil no office in relation to her 
pet "functions of nutrition and reproduction." It is true that they are far-reaching in their effects on 
character; but they do little or nothing to assist that character in its struggle for physical life. To the 
unprejudiced eye many of them seem hopelessly out of place in a universe constructed on strictly physico-
chemical lines—look almost as though nature, left to herself, tended to contradict her own beautifully 
logical laws. Their presence, more, the large place which they fill in the human world of appearance, is a 
puzzling circumstance for deterministic philosophers; who can only escape from the dilemma here 
presented to them by calling these things illusions, and dignifying their own more manageable illusions 
with the title of facts. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Further, there is no trustworthy standard by which we can separate the "real" from the "unreal" aspects 

of phenomena. Such standards as exist are conventional: and correspond to convenience, not to truth. It is 
no argument to say that most men see the world in much the same way, and that this "way" is the true 
standard of reality: though for practical purposes we have agreed that sanity consists in sharing the 
hallucinations of our neighbors. Those who are honest with themselves know that this "sharing" is at best 
incomplete. By the voluntary adoption of a new conception of the universe, the fitting of a new alphabet to 
the old Morse code—a proceeding which we call the acquirement of knowledge—we can and do change to 
a marked extent our way of seeing things: building up new worlds from old sense impressions, and 
transmuting objects more easily and thoroughly than any magician. "Eyes and ears," said Heracleitus, "are 
bad witnesses to those who have barbarian souls": and even those whose souls are civilized tend to see and 
hear all things through a temperament. In one and the same sky the poet may discover the habitation of 
angels, whilst the sailor sees only a promise of dirty weather ahead. Hence, artist and surgeon, Christian 
and rationalist, pessimist and optimist, do actually and truly live in different and mutually exclusive worlds, 
not only of thought but also of perception. Only the happy circumstance that our ordinary speech is 
conventional, not realistic, permits us to conceal from one another the unique and lonely world in which 
each lives. Now and then an artist is born, terribly articulate, foolishly truthful, who insists on "Speaking as 
he saw." Then other men, wrapped warmly in their artificial universe, agree that he is mad: or, at the very 
best, an "extraordinarily imaginative fellow." 

Moreover, even this unique world of the individual is not permanent. Each of us, as we grow and 
change, works incessantly and involuntarily at the re-making of our sensual universe. 

"Mysticism"  
  
It is immediately apparent, however, that this sense-world, this seemingly real external universe—

though it may be useful and valid in other respects—cannot be the external world, but only the Self's 
projected picture of it. It is a work of art, not a scientific fact; and, whilst it may well possess the profound 
significance proper to great works of art, it is dangerous if treated as a subject of analysis. Very slight 
investigation shows that it is a picture whose relation to reality is at best symbolic and approximate, and 
which would have no meaning for selves whose senses, or channels of communication, happened to be 
arranged upon a different plan. The evidence of the senses, then, cannot be accepted as evidence of the 
nature of ultimate reality: useful servants, they are dangerous guides. Nor can their testimony disconcert 
those seekers whose reports they appear to contradict. 

The conscious self sits, so to speak, at the receiving end of a telegraph wire. On any other theory than 
that of mysticism, it is her one channel of communication with the hypothetical "external world." The 
receiving instrument registers certain messages. She does not know, and—so long as she remains 
dependent on that instrument—never can know, the object, the reality at the other end of the wire, by which 
those messages are sent; neither can the messages truly disclose the nature of that object. But she is 
justified on the whole in accepting them as evidence that something exists beyond herself and her receiving 
instrument. It is obvious that the structural peculiarities of the telegraphic instrument will have exerted a 
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modifying effect upon the message. That which is conveyed as dash and dot, color and shape, may have 
been received in a very different form. Therefore this message, though it may in a partial sense be relevant 
to the supposed reality at the other end, can never be adequate to it. There will be fine vibrations which it 
fails to take up, others which it confuses together. Hence a portion of the message is always lost; or in other 
language, there are aspects of the world which we can never know. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Man has been called by utilitarian philosophers a tool-making animal—the highest praise they knew 

how to bestow. More surely he is a vision-making animal; a creature of perverse and unpractical ideals, 
dominated by dreams no less than by appetites—dreams which can only be justified upon the theory that he 
moves towards some other goal than that of physical perfection or intellectual supremacy, is controlled by 
some higher and more vital reality than that of the determinists. We are driven to the conclusion that if the 
theory of evolution is to include or explain the facts of artistic and spiritual experience—and it cannot be 
accepted by any serious thinker if these great tracts of consciousness remain outside its range—it must be 
rebuilt on a mental rather than a physical basis. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Recollection 
  
"Therefore what time that thou purposest thee to this work, and feelest by grace that thou art called of 

God, lift then up thine heart unto God with a meek stirring of love; and mean God that made thee and 
bought thee, and that graciously hath called thee to thy degree, and receive none other thought of God. And 
yet not all these but if thou list; for it sufficeth thee enough, a naked intent direct unto God without any 
other cause than Himself."['Cloud of Unknowing'] Here we see emotion at its proper work; the movement 
of desire passing over at once into the act of concentration, the gathering up of all the powers of the self 
into a state of determined attention, which is the business of the Will. "This driving and drawing," says 
Ruysbroeck, "we feel in the heart and in the unity of all our bodily powers, and especially in the desirous 
powers." This act of perfect concentration, the passionate focusing of the self upon one point, when it is 
applied "with a naked intent" to real and transcendental things, constitutes in the technical language of 
mysticism the state of recollection: a condition which is peculiarly characteristic of the mystical 
consciousness, and is the necessary prelude of pure contemplation, that state in which the mystic enters into 
communion with Reality. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Recollection usually begins with the practice of meditation: that is to say, the deliberate consideration 

of and dwelling upon some one aspect of Reality—an aspect most usually chosen from amongst the 
religious beliefs of the self. Thus Hindu mystics will brood upon a sacred word, whilst Christian 
contemplatives set before their minds one of the names or attributes of God, a fragment of Scripture, an 
incident of the life of Christ; and allow—indeed encourage—this consideration, and the ideas and feelings 
which flow from it, to occupy the whole mental field. This powerful suggestion, kept before the 
consciousness by an act of will, overpowers the stream of small suggestions which the outer world pours 
incessantly upon the mind. The self, concentrated upon this image or idea, dwelling on it more than 
thinking about it—as one may gaze upon a picture that one loves—falls gradually and insensibly into the 
condition of reverie; and, protected by this holy day-dream from the more distracting dream of life, sinks 
into itself, and becomes in the language of asceticism "recollected" or gathered together. Although it is 
deliberately ignoring the whole of its usual "external universe," its faculties are wide awake: all have had 
their part in the willful production of this state of consciousness: and this it is which marks off meditation 
and recollection from the higher or "infused" degrees of orison [prayer]. 

Such meditation as this, says Richard of St. Victor, is the activity proper to one who has attained the 
first degree of ardent love. By it, "God enters into the mind," and "the mind also enters into itself"; and thus 
receives in its inmost cell the "first visit of the Beloved." It is a kind of half-way house between the 
perception of Appearance and the perception of Reality. To one in whom this state is established 
consciousness seems like a blank field, save for the "one point" in its center, the subject of the meditation. 
Towards this focus the introversive self seems to press inwards from every side; still faintly conscious of 
the buzz of the external world outside its ramparts, but refusing to respond to its appeals. Presently the 
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subject of meditation begins to take on a new significance; to glow with life and light. The contemplative 
suddenly feels that he knows it; in the complete, vital, but indescribable way in which one knows a friend. 
More, through it hints are coming to him of mightier, nameless things. It ceases to be a picture, and 
becomes a window through which the mystic peers out into the spiritual universe, and apprehends to some 
extent—though how, he knows not—the veritable presence of God. 

In these meditative and recollective states, the self still feels very clearly the edge of its own 
personality: its separateness from the Somewhat Other, the divine reality set over against the soul. It is 
aware of that reality: the subject of its meditation becomes a symbol through which it receives a distinct 
message from the transcendental world. But it is still operating in a natural way— as mystical writers 
would say, "by means of the faculties." There is yet no conscious fusion with a greater Life; no resting in 
the divine atmosphere, as in the "Quiet"; no involuntary and ecstatic lifting up of the soul to direct 
apprehension of truth, as in contemplation. Recollection is a definite psychic condition, which has logical 
psychic results. Originally induced by meditation, or absorbed brooding upon certain aspects of the Real, it 
develops in the Self, by way of the strenuous control exercised by the will over the understanding, a power 
of cutting its connection with the external world, and retreating to the inner world of the spirit. 

"True recollection," says St. Teresa, "has characteristics by which it can be easily recognized. It 
produces a certain effect which I do not know how to explain, but which is well understood by those who 
have experienced it. … It is true that recollection has several degrees, and that in the beginning these great 
effects are not felt, because it is not yet profound enough. But support the pain which you first feel in 
recollecting yourself, despise the rebellion of nature, overcome the resistance of the body, which loves a 
liberty which is its ruin, learn self-conquest, persevere thus for a time, and you will perceive very clearly 
the advantages which you gain from it. As soon as you apply yourself to orison, you will at once feel your 
senses gather themselves together: they seem like bees which return to the hive and there shut themselves 
up to work at the making of honey: and this will take place without effort or care on your part. God thus 
rewards the violence which your soul has been doing to itself; and gives to it such a domination over the 
senses that a sign is enough when it desires to recollect itself, for them to obey and so gather themselves 
together. At the first call of the will, they come back more and more quickly. At last, after countless 
exercises of this kind, God disposes them to a state of utter rest and of perfect contemplation." 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Regeneration (new birth) 
  
Then she [the self] feels in her inmost part a new presence, a new consciousness—it were hardly an 

exaggeration to say a new Person—weak, demanding nurture, yet of so strange a nature, that in comparison 
with its environment she may well regard it as Divine. 

This change, this upsetting, is called re-birth. To be born simply means to enter into a world in which 
the senses dominate, in which wisdom and love languish in the bonds of individuality. To be re-born means 
to return to a world where the spirit of wisdom and love governs and animal-man obeys. “He is brought 
forth in the stable previously inhabited by the ox of passion and the ass of prejudice.” “His mother”, says 
Boehme, “is the Virgin Sophia, the Divine Wisdom, or Mirror of the Being of God.” With the emergence 
of this new factor into the conscious field—this spiritual birth—the mystic life begins. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Science, criticisms of 
  
The creative impulse in the world, so far as we are aware of it, appears upon ultimate analysis to be free 

and original, not bound and mechanical: to express itself, in defiance of the determinists, with a certain 
artistic spontaneity. Man, when he picks out some point of likeness as a basis on which to arrange its 
productions in groups, is not discovering its methods; but merely making for his own convenience an 
arbitrary choice of one or two —not necessarily characteristic—qualities, which happen to appear in a 
certain number of different persons or things. Hence the most scientific classification is a rough-and-ready 
business at the best. 

"Mysticism"  
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Self, who one really is 
  
The first great message is to cease to identify your intellect and your self: a primary lesson which none 

who purpose the study of mysticism may neglect. Become at least aware of, if you cannot "know," the 
larger, truer self: that root and depth of spirit from which intellect and feeling grow as fingers from the 
palm of the hand—that free creative self which constitutes your true life, as distinguished from the scrap of 
consciousness which is its servant. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Self-knowledge and self-examination 
  
We see a sham world because we live a sham life. We do not know ourselves; hence do not know the 

true character of our senses and instincts; hence attribute wrong values to their suggestions concerning our 
relation to the external world. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Solitude 
  
In nearly every case the mystics have first left the world as a necessary condition of establishing 

communion with the Absolute: for a mind distracted by the many cannot apprehend the One. Hence 
something equivalent to the solitude of the wilderness is an essential part of mystical education. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Son, prodigal 
  
For the mystic, the parable of the Prodigal Son is the history of the universe. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Suffering 
  
Pain, then, which plunges like a sword through creation, leaving on the one side cringing and degraded 

animals and on the other side heroes and saints, is one of those facts of universal experience which are 
peculiarly intractable from the point of view of a merely materialistic philosophy. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Those who "explain" suffering as the result of nature's immense fecundity—a by-product of that 

overcrowding and stress through which the fittest tend to survive—forget that even were this demonstration 
valid and complete it would leave the real problem untouched. The question is not, whence come those 
conditions which provoke in the self the experiences called sorrow, anxiety, pain: but, why do these 
conditions hurt the self? The pain is mental; a little chloroform, and though the conditions continue 
unabated the suffering is gone. Why does full consciousness always include the mysterious capacity for 
misery as well as for happiness—a capacity which seems at first sight to invalidate any conception of the 
Absolute as Beautiful and Good? Why does evolution, as we ascend the ladder of life, foster instead of 
diminishing the capacity for useless mental anguish, for long, dull torment, bitter grief? Why, when so 
much lies outside our limited powers of perception, when so many of our own most vital functions are 
unperceived by consciousness, does suffering of some sort form an integral part of the experience of man? 
For utilitarian purposes acute discomfort would be quite enough; the Cosmic Idea, as the determinists 
explain it, did not really need an apparatus which felt all the throes of cancer, the horrors of neurasthenia, 
the pangs of birth. Still less did it need the torments of impotent sympathy for other people's irremediable 
pain, the dreadful power of feeling the world's woe. We are hopelessly over-sensitized for the part science 
calls us to play. 
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Pain, however we may look at it, indicates a profound disharmony between the sense-world and the 
human self. If it is to be vanquished, either the disharmony must be resolved by a deliberate and careful 
adjustment of the self to the world of sense, or, that self must turn from the sense-world to some other with 
which it is in tune. Pessimist and optimist here join hands. But whilst the pessimist, resting in appearance, 
only sees "nature red in tooth and claw" offering him little hope of escape, the optimist thinks that pain and 
anguish—which may in their lower forms be life's harsh guides on the path of physical evolution—in their 
higher and apparently "useless" developments are her leaders and teachers in the upper school of Supra-
sensible Reality. He believes that they press the self towards another world, still "natural" for him, though 
"super-natural" for his antagonist, in which it will be more at home. Watching life, he sees in Pain the 
complement of Love: and is inclined to call these the wings on which man's spirit can best take flight 
towards the Absolute. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Thought 
  
All man's achievements are the result of conation, never of mere thought. "The intellect by itself moves 

nothing” [Aristotle]. Thought does not penetrate far into an object in which the self feels no interest—i.e., 
towards which she does not experience a "conative" movement of attraction, of desire—for interest is the 
only method known to us of arousing the will, and securing the fixity of attention necessary to any 
intellectual process. None think for long about anything for which they do not care; that is to say, which 
does not touch some aspect of their emotional life. They may hate it, love it, fear it, want it; but they must 
have some feeling about it. Feeling is the tentacle we stretch out to the world of things. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Unknowing 
  
When the mystic says that his faculties were suspended, that he "knew all and knew nothing" he really 

means that he was so concentrated on the Absolute that he ceased to consider his separate existence: so 
merged in it that he could not perceive it as an object of thought, as the bird cannot see the air which 
supports it, nor the fish the ocean in which it swims. He really "knows all" but "thinks" nothing: "perceives 
all," but "conceives nothing." 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Visions, locutions 
  
In the moment of conversion those eyes were opened for an instant: obtained, as it were, a dazzling and 

unforgettable glimpse of the Uncreated Light. They must learn to stay open: to look steadfastly into the 
eyes of Love: so that, in the beautiful imagery of the mystics, the "faithful servant" may become the "secret 
friend." Then it is, says Boehme, that "the divine glimpse and beam of joy ariseth in the soul, being a new 
eye, in which the dark, fiery soul conceiveth the Ens and Essence of the divine light." So hard an art is not 
at once acquired in its perfection. It is in accordance with all that we know of the conditions of 
development that a partial achievement should come first; bewildering moments of lucidity, splendid 
glimpses, whose brevity is due to the weakness of the newly opened and unpracticed "eye which looks 
upon Eternity," the yet undisciplined strength of the "eye which looks upon Time." Such is that play of 
light and dark, of exaltation and contrition, which often bridges the gap between the Purgative and the 
Illuminative states. Each by turn takes the field and ousts the other; for "these two eyes of the soul of man 
cannot both perform their work at once." 

"Mysticism"  
  
The contemplatives tell us of their attainment of That which Is, as the closest and most joyous of all 

communions; a coming of the Bridegroom; a rapturous immersion in the Uncreated Light. "Nothing more 
profitable, nothing merrier than grace of contemplation!" cries Rolle, "that lifts us from this low and offers 
to God. What is grace of contemplation but beginning of joy? what is perfectness of joy but grace 
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confirmed?" In such "bright contemplation" as this, says "The Mirror of Simple Souls," "the soul is full 
gladsome and jolly." Utter peace and wild delight, every pleasure-state known to man's normal 
consciousness, are inadequate to the description of her joy. She has participated for an instant in the Divine 
Life; knows all, and knows nothing. She has learnt the world's secret, not by knowing, but by being: the 
only way of really knowing anything. 

"Mysticism"  
  
Visions, then, are recognized by the true contemplative as at best an imperfect, oblique, and 

untrustworthy method of apprehension: they are ungovernable, capricious, liable to deception, and the 
greater their accompanying hallucination the more suspicious they become. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Way, stages, signs of progress 
  
But this ‘transformation in God, by Love’ is not enough. Where most mystical diagrams leave off, 

Richard of St. Victor's "steep stairway of Love" goes on: with the result that this is almost the only 
symbolic system bequeathed to us by the great contemplatives in which all the implications contained in 
the idea of the spiritual marriage have been worked out to their term. He saw clearly that the union of the 
soul with its Source could not be a barren ecstasy. That was to mistake a means for an end; and to frustrate 
the whole intention of life, which is, on all levels, fruitful and creative. Therefore he says that in the fourth 
degree, the Bride who has been so greatly honored, caught up to such unspeakable delight, sinks her own 
will and "is humiliated below herself." She accepts the pains and duties in the place of the raptures of love; 
and becomes a source, a "parent" of fresh spiritual life. The Sponsa Dei develops into the Mater Divinae 
gratiae. That imperative need of life, to push on, to create, to spread, is here seen operating in the spiritual 
sphere. This forms that rare and final stage in the evolution of the great mystics, in which they return to the 
world which they forsook; and there live, as it were, as centers of transcendental energy, the creators of 
spiritual families, the partners and fellow-laborers with the Divine Life. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The Sufi poet 'Attar, in his mystical poem, "The Colloquy [or Conference] of the Birds," has described 

the stages of this same spiritual pilgrimage with greater psychological insight, as the journey through 
"Seven Valleys." The lapwing [or Hoopoe], having been asked by other birds what is the length of the road 
which leads to the hidden Palace of the King, replies that there are Seven Valleys through which every 
traveler must pass: but since none who attain the End ever come back to describe their adventures, no one 
knows the length of the way. 

1) The first valley, says the lapwing, is the Valley of the Quest. It is long and toilsome: and there the 
traveler must strip himself of all earthly things, becoming poor, bare, and desolate: and so stay till the 
Supernal Light casts a ray on his desolation. It is in fact, Dante's Purgatorio, the Christian Way of 
Purgation: the period of self-stripping and purification which no mystic system omits. 

2) When the ray of Supernal Light has touched the pilgrim he enters the limitless Valley of Love: 
begins, that is to say, the mystic life. It is Dante's "Earthly Paradise," or, in the traditional system of the 
mystics, the onset of Illumination. 

3) Hence he passes to the Valley of Knowledge or Enlightenment—the contemplative state—where 
each finds in communion with Truth the place that belongs to him. No Dante student will fail to see here a 
striking parallel with those planetary heavens where each soul partakes of the Divine, "not supremely in the 
absolute sense," as St. Bonaventura has it, but "supremely in respect of himself." The mystery of Being is 
now revealed to the traveler. He sees Nature's secret, and God in all things. It is the height of illumination. 

4) The next stage is the Valley of Detachment, of utter absorption in Divine Love—the Stellar Heaven 
of the Saints—where Duty is seen to be all in all. This leads to— 

5) The Valley of the Unity, where the naked Godhead is the one object of contemplation. This is the 
stage of ecstasy, or the Beatific Vision: Dante's condition in the last canto of the "Paradiso." It is transient, 
however, and leads to— 

6) The Valley of Amazement; where the Vision, far transcending the pilgrim's receptive power, appears 
to be taken from him and he is plunged in darkness and bewilderment. This is the state which Dionysius the 
Areopagite, and after him many mediaeval mystics, called the Divine Dark, and described as the truest and 
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closest of all our apprehensions of the Godhead. It is the Cloud of Unknowing, "dark from excessive 
bright." The final stage is— 

7) The Valley of Annihilation of Self: the supreme degree of union, or theopathetic state, in which the 
self is utterly merged "like a fish in the sea" in the ocean of Divine Love. 

"Mysticism"  
  
The next stage of his journey is initiated, like that of Christian by a casting off of his burden [in 

"Pilgrim's Progress"]: a total self-renouncement, the attainment of a Franciscan poverty of spirit whereby 
he becomes "Perfectly Free." 

Having got rid of all impediments to the spiritual quest, he must now acquire or develop in their stead 
the characteristic mystical qualities, or Three Aids of the Pilgrim; which are called in this system 
Attraction, Devotion, and Elevation. Attraction is consciousness of the mutual desire existing between 
man's spirit and the Divine Spirit: of the link of love which knits up reality and draws all things to their 
home in God. This is the universal law on which all mysticism is based. It is St. Augustine's "Thou hast 
made us for Thyself and our hearts can find no rest except in Thee." This "natural magnetism," then, once 
he is aware of it, will draw the pilgrim irresistibly along the road from the Many to the One. His second aid, 
Devotion, is "the prosecution of the journey to God and in God." It embraces, in fact, the whole 
contemplative life. It is the next degree of spiritual consciousness after the blind yielding to the attraction of 
the Real, and the setting in order of man's relation to his source. 

The Traveler's journey to God is complete when he attains knowledge of Him—"Illumination," in the 
language of European mystics. The point at which this is reached is called the Tavern [in Sufism], or 
resting-place upon the road, where he is fed with the Divine Mysteries. There are also "Wine Shops" upon 
the way, where the weary pilgrim is cheered and refreshed by a draught of the wine of Divine Love. Only 
when the journey to God is completed begins the "Journey in God"—that which the Christian mystics call 
the Unitive Way—and this, since it is the essence of Eternal Life, can have no end. Elevation, the pilgrim's 
third aid, is the exalted or ecstatic form of consciousness peculiar to the contemplative, and which allows 
the traveler a glimpse of the spiritual city towards which he goes. 

"Mysticism"  
  
 

Will, submission of 
  
By a deliberate self-abandonment to that which Plato calls the "saving madness" of ecstasy, did the 

initiates of Dionysus "draw near to God." So their Christian cousins assert that "self-surrender" is the only 
way: that they must die to live, must lose to find: that knowing implies being: that the method and secret 
which they have always practiced consists merely in a meek and loving union—the synthesis of passion 
and self-sacrifice—with that divine and unseparated life, that larger consciousness in which the soul is 
grounded, and which they hold to be an aspect of the life of God. In their hours of contemplation, they 
deliberately empty themselves of the false images of the intellect, neglect the cinematograph of sense. Then 
only are they capable of transcending the merely intellectual levels of consciousness, and perceiving that 
Reality which "hath no image." 

"Mysticism"  
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